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Effects of Thermal-Infrared Emissivity Directionality
on Surface Broadband Emissivity and Longwave

Net Radiation Estimation
Jie Cheng, Member, IEEE, and Shunlin Liang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Directionality is ignored in the satellite retrieval of
surface thermal-infrared emissivity, which will unavoidably af-
fect the estimates of surface broadband emissivity and surface
longwave net radiation. The purpose of this work is to quan-
tify the effects of emissivity directionality. First, three types of
emissivity data are used to calculate hemispherical emissivity
and the difference between directional broadband emissivity and
hemispherical broadband emissivity. The emissivity directionality
is highly significant, and the directional emissivity decreases with
increasing view angles. A view angle within 45◦–60◦ can be found
whose directional emissivity is highly close to the hemispherical
emissivity, and the difference between the calculated directional
and hemispherical broadband emissivity is zero. The difference
between the atmospheric downward radiation and blackbody ra-
diation at surface temperature is then determined by extensive
simulations. Finally, the error ranges of surface longwave net
radiation are presented. If the sensor scan angle is within ±55◦,
the error can reach as high as 17.48 and 14.05 W/m2 for water
and bare ice, respectively; the error is less than 2.74 W/m2 for
snow with different radii; the error can reach 4.11 W/m2 for sun
crust; the error is less than 5.14 W/m2 for minerals, sand, slime
and gravel; and clay has the smallest error at 1.02 W/m2.

Index Terms—Broadband emissivity, directional emissivity,
energy budget, hemispherical emissivity, radiation budget.

I. INTRODUCTION

SURFACE emissivity has been widely used in many disci-
plines [1]. Surface broadband (window) emissivity is a key

variable for calculating the surface radiation budget [2]. Due to
the lack of adequate observations, land surface models adopt a
constant emissivity value or a simple parameterization scheme
[3]. Remote sensing can provide a more realistic broadband
emissivity, which significantly improves the simulation results
of land surface models [4]. Many studies have examined the
production of a broadband emissivity data set using various
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methods [5]. A high spatial-temporal long-term global land
surface broadband emissivity data set was recently produced
using our newly developed methods and freely released to
the public [5]–[7]. In all these broadband emissivity data sets,
emissivity directionality is neglected, i.e., broadband emissivity
is calculated from the emissivity derived from the satellite
observations at a certain view angle. Emissivity directionality
has long been recognized by the remote sensing community
[8], [9].

The satellite retrieval of surface emissivity is a difficult
issue. Surface temperature and emissivity are coupled together
provided that the atmosphere effects are correctly removed. It
is necessary to compromise and make certain assumptions in
surface emissivity retrieval, e.g., ignoring the emissivity direc-
tionality. For example, a surface is assumed to be Lambertian
in the derivation of operational surface temperature and thermal
infrared emissivity products from ASTER and MODIS. The-
oretically, hemispherical broadband emissivity is required in
calculating surface longwave net radiation. It is evident that the
use of directional broadband emissivity will affect the accuracy
of surface longwave net radiation estimation. The purpose of
this letter is to quantify the effects of the directionality of
thermal-infrared emissivity on the calculation of hemispheri-
cal broadband emissivity and the errors in calculating surface
longwave net radiation. The rest of this letter is arranged
as follows: Section II introduces the data used, the meth-
ods of the emissivity spectra simulation, and the calculation
of broadband emissivity and surface longwave net radiation.
Section III presents the effects of emissivity directionality on
the estimation of broadband emissivity and surface net long-
wave radiation. A brief conclusion and discussion are provided
in Section IV.

II. DATA AND METHOD

A. Refractive Index

The refractive index is used as an input to the Mie code for
calculating the single-scattering parameters (single scattering
albedo and asymmetry factor) of a particulate within a layered
medium. The refractive index used in this study is the same
as that in [7], including that of water, ice, and minerals. The
spectral range is limited to 2.5–200 μm in the simulation.

B. In-Situ Measurements

There are two types of measurements. The first is the field-
measured thermal-infrared angular emissivity spectra of a snow
surface composed of different particle radii and the emissivity
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spectra of bare ice [10]. The emissivity spectra (8–13 μm) are
measured at 0◦–75◦ (at 15 increments). The accumulated errors
of the emissivity measurements are reported to be on the order
of 0.01 for most wavelengths. For information on snow particle
size, snow characterization and field measurements, please refer
to [10]. The second type of measurement is the directional
emissivity of water, clay, sand, slime, and gravel measured
at 0◦–65◦ (at 5 increments) [11]. The reported measurement
accuracy is 0.005.

C. Emissivity Spectra Simulation

First, the refractive index is used to calculate the single-
scattering parameters using Mie code. The radii for snow
particles are set as 40 and 300 μm, respectively. The radius
for minerals is set to 300 μm. Then, the single-scattering
parameters are modified by diffraction subtraction and structure
factor correction for radii of 40 and 300 μm, respectively, to
consider the packing status [12]. Finally, the single-scattering
parameters are used as inputs to the Hapke emissivity model
[13] to simulate the directional emissivity at viewing angles
of 0◦–85◦ (5◦ increments). Given the refractive index of water,
the Fresnel Equation is used to calculate the surface directional
emissivity (0◦–85◦, 5◦ increments).

D. Calculation of Broadband Emissivity and Surface
Longwave Net Radiation

The hemispherical emissivity is defined as follows [13]:

ε(h, λ) = 2π

1∫

0

ε(μ, λ)μdμ (1)

where μ is the cosine of the view angle, λ is the wavelength, and
ε(μ, λ) is the directional emissivity. The broadband emissivity
can be denoted as follows:

εbb =

∫ λ2

λ1
ε(λ)B(λ, Ts)dλ∫ λ2

λ1
B(λ, Ts)dλ

(2)

where λ1 and λ2 are the upper and lower bounds of integration,
B(λ, Ts) is the Planck function at surface temperature TS . If
the emissivity used in (2) is hemispherical emissivity, then the
calculated broadband emissivity is denoted as hemispherical
broadband emissivity. Accordingly, the calculated broadband
emissivity is denoted as directional broadband emissivity given
the directional emissivity. The surface longwave net radiation
can be written as

Ln =

λ2∫

λ1

ελ [B(Ts)− Laλ] dλ = εbb
(
σT 4

s − La

)
(3)

where Laλ is the surface downward longwave radiation, La

is the wavelength integration of Laλ, and σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant (5.67× 10− 8 W · m−2 · K−4). The mea-
sured and simulated emissivities in Section II are used to
calculate the broadband emissivity in their respective windows
using (2). The surface temperature is set to 300 K. The latest
Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR) database are

Fig. 1. Simulated directional and derived hemispherical emissivity spectra for
(a) water; (b) fine snow; (c) medium snow; and (d) one mineral.

Fig. 2. Absolute differences between the directional and derived hemispheri-
cal broadband emissivities of (a) water and (b) snow and mineral.

used to simulate the surface downward longwave radiation [14].
We used the MODTRAN 4.0 code to simulate the directional
atmospheric downward radiance in the 0.2–1000 μm spectral
range at 5◦ intervals. Assuming that the directional atmospheric
downward radiation is independent of the azimuth angle, we
calculate the Laλ by integration. The integration of Laλ in the
0.2–1000 μm spectral range is approximated as that integrated
in all wavelengths to balance accuracy and computation time.
Surface temperatures are specified as Ta − 10, Ta − 5, Ta,
Ta + 5, Ta + 10 and Ta + 15, respectively, where Ta is the
near-surface air temperature of the TIGR atmosphere profiles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effects on Broadband Emissivity Estimation

Fig. 1 shows the simulated directional emissivity spectra
of water, fine snow (40 μm), medium snow (300 μm) and
minerals alongside their hemispherical emissivity spectrum de-
rived by (1). The directional emissivity spectra decreases with
the increasing view angles, and the hemispherical emissivity
spectrum lies between the directional emissivity spectra at view
angles of 45◦ and 60◦. We calculated directional broadband
emissivity and hemispherical broadband emissivity using (2).
We then calculated the differences between the directional and
hemispherical broadband emissivity. The calculated hemispher-
ical broadband emissivities are 0.911, 0.994, 0.982, and 0.932
for water, fine snow, medium snow, and minerals, respectively.
The absolute difference is shown in Fig. 2. Water has the largest
difference, snow has the smallest difference, and minerals
have a moderate difference. For water, the absolute difference
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Fig. 3. Field-measured directional emissivity spectra and calculated hemi-
spherical emissivity spectrum for (a) fine dendrite snow; (b) medium grain
snow; (c) coarse granular snow; (d) sun crust; (e) bare ice.

reaches the minimum value of 0.001 when the view angle is
60◦. The absolute difference ranges from 0.001 to 0.524 for
all view angles. For snow, the absolute difference reaches zero
when the view angle is 50◦ and 55◦. The difference for all
the view angles is less than 0.01. Regarding the minerals, the
absolute difference reaches the minimum value of 0.001 when
the view angle is 50◦. The absolute difference ranges from
0.001 to 0.047.

Fig. 3 shows the field-measured bare ice and snow directional
emissivity spectra in the 8–13 μm as well as the corresponding
hemispherical emissivity spectra. In the 8–10 μm, the dif-
ferences between measured directional emissivities are quite
small when the view angle is less than 60◦, and the angular
dependence of directional emissivity cannot be observed from
these plots. The angular dependence is highly evident in the
10.5–13 μm. Similar to that shown in Fig. 1, the hemispherical
emissivity spectrum lies between the directional emissivity
spectra for view angles of 45◦ and 60◦. The calculated hemi-
spherical broadband emissivities are 0.99, 0.985, 0.979, 0.97,
and 0.937 for fine dendrite snow, medium grain snow, coarse
granular snow, sun crust and bare ice, respectively. The absolute
difference is shown in Fig. 4. Bare ice has the largest difference,
while the differences for snow are relatively small and increase
with increased particle radius. The difference reaches the min-
imum value when the view angle is 60◦ for ice and sun crust,
whereas the view angle is 45◦ for the three snow types. The
absolute difference ranges from 0.011 to 0.038 for ice, from
0.001 to 0.018 for snow, and from 0.003 to 0.035 for sun crust.

The field-measured directional emissivity in the 8–14 μm
spectral range for the different surface types is shown in
Fig. 5. The directional emissivity decreases gradually with
the increasing view angles. The angular variation is relatively
small compared with the previous results except for water. Note

Fig. 4. Absolute difference between the directional broadband emissivities
and the derived hemispherical emissivity spectra for ice and snow.

Fig. 5. Angular variation of field-measured direction emissivity (left, after
Sobrino and Cuenca, 1999) and the absolute difference between the directional
and hemispherical emissivity (right).

that there is only one band in the 8–14 μm spectral range.
The calculated hemispherical broadband emissivities are 0.94,
0.895, 0.944, 0.925, and 0.926 for water, sand, clay, slime and
gravel, respectively. The difference reaches the minimum value
when the view angle is 55◦ for water and sand, and the view
angle is 50◦ for the remaining three samples. The absolute
difference ranges from 0.002 to 0.143 for water, from 0.000
to 0.003 for clay, and from 0.001 to 0.029 for sand, slime and
gravel.

According to the aforementioned simulated and measured
emissivity data, the angular variation emissivity of the water
surface is the largest. The difference between the directional
and hemispherical broadband emissivities is also the largest
compared with that of the other samples. Fortunately, the water
emissivity can be simulated with high accuracy [15] and will
not incur large errors on surface longwave net radiation esti-
mation. The angular variation and difference between the di-
rectional and hemispherical broadband emissivities for bare ice
follow closely behind water. The emissivity angular variation
of minerals, slime, and gravel is not as large as that for water
and bare ice, but it is also significant. Clay has the smallest
emissivity angular variation. The broadband emissivity derived
from the simulated and measured emissivities of the snow
surface with the same particle radii agree well, with a difference
less than 0.004. The difference between the directional and
hemispherical broadband emissivities is less than 0.01 and
0.018 for the simulated and measured snow emissivities, re-
spectively. It is evident that we can find a view angle whose
directional emissivity is very close to the hemispherical emis-
sivity, and the difference between the calculated directional and
hemispherical broadband emissivity is zero. According to the
cases in this study, this view angle lies between 45◦ and 60◦.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of simulated σT 4
s − La.

B. Effects on Surface Longwave Net Radiation Estimation

Note that the spectral ranges of the three emissivity sources
are different. According the study of Cheng et al. [7], broad-
band emissivity at 8–13.5 can represent broadband emissivity
in all wavelengths in surface longwave net radiation estimation.
Therefore, we will not strengthen the emissivity spectral range
in the estimates of surface longwave net radiation. Instead of
calculating surface longwave net radiation, we calculated the
σT 4

s − La in (3) because the error in surface longwave net
radiation is proportional to the error in broadband emissivity.
Given the broadband emissivity error, we can directly calculate
the error in surface longwave net radiation. The histogram
of the simulated σT 4

s − La is shown in Fig. 6. The mean
value is 21.69 W/m2, and the absolute value changes from
zero to 342.75 W/m2. Certainly, an error of 0.1 in broad-
band emissivity corresponds to the error between zero and
34.28 W/m2 in surface longwave net radiation. This value
depends on the atmospheric and surface conditions. In the
satellite retrieval or field measurements of surface emissivity,
we derived the simplified radiative transfer equation by as-
suming that the land surface is Lambertian or that the atmo-
spheric downward radiance is isotropic. Regardless of which
assumption is adopted, the measured parameter is the direc-
tional radiance. In the laboratory measurement, we measured
the hemispherical–directional reflectance (the incident angle of
the light source is usually 10◦) with the help of an integration
sphere, and then we calculated the directional emissivity using
Kirchhoff’s law. Therefore, the retrieved surface emissivity is
directional. For ASTER, the scan angle is very small. The angle
of the retrieved directional emissivity could be approximated
as 0◦. The scan angle can reach ±55◦ for MODIS, and the angle
of the retrieved directional emissivity should be 0◦–55◦ without
considering the topography. Assuming directional broadband
emissivities derived from ASTER and MODIS emissivity prod-
ucts have the same accuracy, the accuracy of surface longwave
net radiation using MODIS emissivity will be better than that
estimated with the ASTER emissivity product because the
absolute difference between the directional and hemispherical
broadband emissivities decreases with an increasing view angle
until it reaches zero. Table I presents the error range when
the directional broadband emissivity at the 0◦–55◦ view angle
is used to replace the hemispherical broadband emissivity to
calculate surface longwave net radiation. The error can reach
as high as 17.48 and 14.05 W/m2 for water and bare ice,

TABLE I
ERROR RANGE OF CALCULATING SURFACE LONGWAVE NET RADIATION

WITH THE DIRECTIONAL BROADBAND EMISSIVITY AT 0◦–55◦

VIEW ANGLE (W/m2)

respectively; the error is less than 2.74 W/m2 for snow with
different radii; the error can reach 4.11 W/m2 for sun crust;
the error is less than 5.14 W/m2 for minerals, sand, slime and
gravel; and clay has the smallest error of 1.02 W/m2.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

Surface broadband emissivity in the thermal infrared region
is essential for calculating surface longwave net radiation.
Satellite-retrieved surface emissivity has directionality, which
will inevitably produce errors in the estimates of surface long-
wave net radiation if ignored. The simulated and measured
directional emissivities are used to investigate the effects of
emissivity directionality on broadband emissivity calculation.
The directional emissivity spectra decrease with an increasing
view angle. Water has the largest angular variation, and bare
ice follows closely behind. The emissivity angular variation of
minerals, sand, slime, and gravel is not as large as that for water
and bare ice but is also significant. Clay has the smallest angular
variation emissivity. The behavior of the difference between the
directional and hemispherical broadband emissivities is highly
similar to that of the emissivity angular variation. The absolute
difference can reach as high as 0.524 and 0.138 for water and
bare ice, respectively. The maximum absolute differences are
0.015, 0.018, 0.022, 0.035, and 0.047 for slime, snow, sand,
sun crust, and minerals, respectively. The maximum absolute
difference is only 0.003 for clay. We found a view angle
within 45◦–60◦ whose directional emissivity is highly close to
the hemispherical emissivity, and the difference between the
calculated directional and hemispherical broadband emissivi-
ties is zero. By virtue of the latest TIGR database and the
MODRAN 4.0, we calculated the possible range of σT 4

s − La

through extensive simulation. According to the absolute dif-
ference between the directional and hemispherical broadband
emissivities, we present the error bounds of surface longwave
net radiation. If the sensor angle can reach ±55◦ like MODIS,
the error can be as high as 17.48 and 14.05 W/m2 for water and
bare ice, respectively; the error is less than 2.74 W/m2 for snow
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with different radii; the error can reach 4.11 W/m2 for sun crust;
the error is less than 5.14 W/m2 for minerals, sand, slime and
gravel; and clay has the smallest error, at 1.02 W/m2.

Currently, measurements of angular variation emissivity are
very scarce. Only a limited number of simulated and measured
emissivities are used in this study. A typical landscape, i.e., a
soil–vegetation system, is not considered. Usually, we would
use the radiative transfer model or the geometrical model to
simulate the directional emissivity [9]. However, the emissivity
or reflectance of the component is assumed to be Lambertian
in these models. Furthermore, these models lack validation, as
field measurements over vegetation canopies are rarely avail-
able. Further studies on measuring the directional emissivity
of various natural land surfaces, especially a soil–vegetation
system, at broadband spectral ranges are needed. Direct mea-
surement method is commonly used to obtain the emissivity
of natural surfaces for its greater flexibility. In the direct mea-
surement of surface emissivity, the directionality of the surface
properties or the background radiation is ignored, i.e., either
that the surface is assumed as a perfectly diffuse reflector or
the background radiation is assumed as a diffuse (independent
of direction). In reality, both assumptions are hard to meet and
will bring systematic errors in the derived surface emissivity.
Kribus et al. thoroughly discussed the systematic errors in the
direct emissivity measurements caused by directional effects
and presented some recommendations for improving experi-
mental procedures in emissivity measurement [16]. As pointed
out by Kribus et al., in some situations, the systematic error
is much larger than the 0.01–0.02 typical error values reported
in the literature, which is based on the inherent errors of the
equipment used and on the data scatter that is observed when
the experiment is repeated. Therefore, we must pay attention
to each procedure that could introduce errors in the direct
measurement of surface emissivity.

Because the observational angles of satellite sensors are
limited, it is difficult to calculate the hemispherical emissivity
using the retrieved directional emissivity. A practical way to im-
prove the estimates of broadband emissivity is to improve and
develop versatile radiative transfer models that can characterize
the angular distribution of emissivity for typical land surface
types. With these models, we can either establish the relation-
ship between hemispherical broadband emissivity and broad-
band emissivity at a certain angle or simulate the hemispherical
broadband emissivity provided with surface characteristics.
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